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Goals

• To have a further understanding of
music in a mathematical structure.

• To try and figure out a correlation
between note transitions to social
aesthetics.

• To learn different mathematical
algorithms in generating new music.



How and What
• In this project I worked in a octave music

temperament (This means that all of the 12 tones of
an octave, say F below middle C to F above middle C,
are equally spaced in the chromatic scale)

• To produce new music/experiments I used Java and
simple histograms created in Microsoft Excel.

• To record/play  new music I used a music software
called Bar Line in my advisor’s office.



Math Structure
• When talking about a frequency structure in

octave temperaments we use the equation
where x is the number of steps from

your starting note and c is the frequency of
your starting note. Ex. Middle C being our
starting note we have
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What I Found
To explore aesthetics I had to go in the field and have random people take

surveys. Each tune has 40 samples. Here is some of what I found.
187 by Senses Fail  Spanish Melody   Everywhere by Avril Lavinge
Mean:7.275   Mean: 6.675              Mean: 7.35
Median: 7   Median: 7                  Median:8
Mode: 7   Mode: 6                     Mode:8
Standard Dev: 1.58                 Standard Dev: 1.54    Standard Dev: 1.84

Carousel by Blink 182    Age Six Racer    Thunder by Boys Like Girls
Mean:5.575  Mean: 5.7     Mean: 6.4
Median:6                 Median: 6                  Median: 7
Mode:6  Mode: 5                     Mode: 8
Standard Dev: 1.60                Standard Dev: 1.96    Standard Dev: 1.95



Analyzing
When talking about what is liked best and what is agreed, we can conclude that a

tune with a low standard deviation is agreed upon the mean. So that’s the
evidence I take.

Looking at the tunes with the three lowest stand dev. there is some similarity. When
looking at note transitions (again 12 steps in an octave), we can see in a
histogram that they all look similar.

We can see that it looks like we can fit a bell curve nicely here.
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High Standard Dev. Tunes
As opposed to tunes that doesn’t have a nice histogram. We can see that

we can not fit a nice bell curve like the others here. This is evidence
that shows people like a balanced symmetric tune.
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Fractal Compositions
• To refresh people’s memory about fractals, they are just simply a mapping of

data onto itself from one iteration to another. So the way we relate it music is
through  L-Systems.

• We make a set of rules with notes like:
AABC
BCAD
CDC
DBDB

• And we get to choose our first iteration. Say we choose the notes AB to be
played. For the next iteration we replace each note with their mapping. So the
second iteration becomes ABCCAD, then the third becomes
ABCCADDCDCABCBDB and so on and so forth.



More Complex Composition
Say now we used a

mapping:
ABA
BCD
CGF
DGE
EFD
FEC
GBA

Where again we choose
our first iteration. Let’s
choose AB again for
convenience. The next
iteration is BACD, then
CDBAGFGE. This will
grow by a power of two
since every iteration is
mapping to two notes.



Quick Visual On How It Grows



Ideas Using Functions
Going back to structure of frequencies of notes we can write a general

equation to compare two notes together that sound pleasing with each
other. The equation is given by   where c is your
frequency of your note you choose.

The idea behind it is that once you take two notes input their frequencies
we compare the functions as a ratio. For example if we take the ratio of
frequencies of two notes represented by  to

    its 2:3. In Music we call this consonant. Now if we take
two notes      and           it’s 44:45 which is
unpleasing we call dissonant. We want to have the ratio consist of small
positive integers.
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